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Of course I totally disagree with you. Even if Rush stole his "Act" (which I don't believe) he is
obviously much better at it. Rush doesn't tell anyone to "get off his phone". In fact I have never
heard him hang up on anyone. He loves when liberals call his show and so do I. Very entertaining.
Rush is the most popular talk show host in history. Like him or hate him he is very effective. Ann
Coulter and Hannity are less effective. Of all three I find Coulter the best. I love her wit and sense
of humor. I find the liberal talk show hosts as you describe which is "boring/superficial/repetitive".
Nothing but hate speech. No facts, no point, just name calling. Air America is a perfect example.
While Rush's remains the most popular radio host, Air America is floundering. It's only on the air
because of rich liberal contributions. This will dry up shortly and they will go the way of all the
other liberal talk shows. If Rush was "boring/superficial/repetitive" nobody would listen to him. And
please spare me the "liberals are far to intelligent and busy to listen to talk radio" lines. It's just
plain silly. If liberals were intelligent they would be conservatives.Look here is the case in point.
You come on here and make an outrageous claims such as church leaders are some how forcing
people to vote and campaign for the Republican party. When asked how this could possibly be
you are silent. You are silent because it isn't true. Same problem with liberal radio. Just wild
accusations with no facts filled in with name calling. This is why nobody listens to them. Nobody
wants to hear negativity all day. As I said to each his own. 
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